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Abstract

Owing to the recent development of digital broadcasting
technology such as Satellite, CATV, the Internet and the ex-
pansion of the network systems, the amount of video data we
can obtain is increasing day by day. In this paper, we pro-
pose Advanced Database TV (ADTV), an interactive video
database system which lets us share video data on the net-
work, as an application for future Interactive TV service.
We propose an interactive video database system to pro-
cess real-world video data as a further example of ADTV.
On its implementation, we propose an automatic organi-
zation method focusing on video objects in each frames to
describe video data in an efficient way. The prototype sys-
tem provide three basic services , “Description”, “Ques-
tion and Answer” and “Image and Information Retrieval”,
about buildings as real-world video objects linked with dig-
ital city maps.

1 Introduction

Recently we can obtain more and more video contents
which are provided by TV Broadcasting through CATV,
Satellite and the Internet day by day. However, we con-
sider video contents won’t be enough in the future, because
they are distributed in many programs by broadcasting at the
same time. In the environment, “Real-time Video” which
is not edited and processed will be more distributed than
edited or processed one in broadcasting programs. The
video has too many video objects such as street scenes,
buildings, trees, cars, for us to access needed video data
easily. For example, it is so hard to search video frames in-
cluding some building and some one. Thus content based
access methods are required. It is an effective solution that
people not only watch video passively but also enjoy inter-
active service actively and process information which are
needed. We propose an interactive system that users can

join broadcasting program services actively.
In this paper, we discuss an automatic annotation method

of video objects in real-world video using digital maps. Fur-
thermore we propose a system that users can obtain annota-
tions and images needed for themselves interactively.

2 Interactive Video System

It is under review that Digital TV will provide additional
information about video on each programs and frames using
MHEG[6] and HTML[2]. Video data streams distributed
through the Internet can have more information and links to
other contents by use of SMIL[9]. If the accomaniments to
video are provided, we will be able to construct more ad-
vanced video database than current one. Viewers can select
and retrieve information using it.

However, even if information is provided by not so many
information providers probably, problem that lack of just
needed information remain when viewer select and retrieve
information. So, a mechanism that not only information
providers but also users can distribute their own information
is needed.

2.1 Advanced Database TV

We proposed a system, ADTV(Advanced Database TV):
Many users who watch TV can describe content in real-
time and interactively. Collected information from users
and providers is share among users through the broadcast-
ing or computer network and users can retrieve, question
and answer about video objects by index of the information.

The system provides several services on video objects
and information given interactively to users as follows.

� Question and Answer about video objects

� Retrieval about video objects and information

� Complement structure data
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The system allows that not only interactive information
of users but also precise and rich information given by
providers and service providers, which are called “medi-
ator” about video objects. Information given about video
object is kept in database system.

In related works, video is structured by physical unit like
“cut” or “scene”, but we propose a new method which make
structure based on video objects in frames.

2.2 Sharing data on the network

Users can share broadcasted video source because it is
same, but data given interactively can’t be shared in current
broadcasting system.

Then collected data from users using network is man-
aged in database, so information is provided to other one.
It is widely known that DBMS(Database Management Sys-
tem) is designed for multi users use, therefore this function
is realizable based on DBMS.

3 Automatic video structuring

We don’t consider that all video objects can be described
even so many users join to describe. In this situation, in-
complete indexing for them doesn’t generally satisfy func-
tions: “Question and Answer” and retrieval function. It
is needed that a function of the system make any reply to
query of users as correctly as possible using incomplete in-
dexes.

If a user describe some video objects at a frame, the sys-
tem can’t provide replies about the same objects at the other
frames or the other objects at the same frames for users.

n n + 1

Description

Building A

n n + 1

Query

What?
Building A

What?
unknown

What?
unknown

Figure 1. Query for frame or object beyond
description range

For example, as Fig.1 shows, when users give informa-
tion about a building, one of video objects, in the n th frame,
other users can take an information about the building at the
n th frame. However users can not take information about
the building at the (n + 1)th frame without spatiotempo-
ral assumption, and about neighbor video objects at the n
frame without spatial assumption. Because database of the

system don’t have information which is matched to query.
This problem is solved by assuming video objects which are
not described from information described by users spatially
and spatiotemporally.

It is applied to spatiotemporal assumption to track ob-
ject motion. In this process, motion tracking is done auto-
matically. For example, this process is refer to a method
proposed in [5].

On the other hand, it is hard to assume neighbor video
objects spatially and automatically from information given
for video objects. However, if there is obvious models of
video objects particularly, they can be assumed from models
spatially and automatically.

4 Automatic structuring methods of real-
world video based on maps

When users give information of buildings in real-world
video, we discuss a method of automatic structuring infor-
mation of the other buildings using map models and de-
scription.

4.1 Process methods

Users and information providers give information about
video objects at first. Therefore real-world video is matched
with models based on digital maps, so users can obtain in-
formation with as follows process.

1. Making collect position of buildings in the real-world

2. Making models from digital maps

3. Matching between models and read-world video

Many buildings are recorded in sequence of real-world
video frames. In Proc.1, buildings are tracked spatiotempo-
rally and relative positions between them in the real-world
are calculated from match models. Details are described in
4.2.

Relative positions between buildings are found out using
geographical data on maps. In Proc.2, models are created
from calculated relative positions.

4.2 Real-world Video processing

We process the following video.

Target video: Recorded by camera which is turn sideways,
against direction of moving perpendicularly on a mov-
ing car. There are buildings along the road in the video.

First, motion vector is calculated by block-matching
method. We consider that the camera is moved straight at
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some speed. Secondly, overlapped images based on motion
vector can be obtained. Obtained images as these processes
are handle as namely “Panorama images”. As results of
these processes, Fig.2 shows panorama images are created
actually based on camera motion using video recorded as
the above.

FRAME 2 FRAME 3 FRAME 4 FRAME 5 FRAME 6FRAME 1

Figure 2. Panorama images based on camera
motion

Buildings are tracked by calculating relative motion vec-
tor of camera. They are considered as solid models, thus
real-world video is structured spatiotemporally and auto-
matically by tracking them.

4.3 Making models from digital maps

Buildings along the road are recorded on the target video
for process. Thus it is necessary to make models matched to
video sequence. Boundary pattern of buildings is obtained
from calculating digital map data geometrically.

When it assumes that there is two buildings along the
road, boundary pattern of buildings which are exist between
two buildings are obtained by as follows.

Two buildings are matched to two polygons on the digital
map, when they are described as video objects.

As Fig.3 shows, boundary pattern of buildings which are
existing from one described buildings to the other one mod-
els is determined as models of real-world video from digital
maps.

4.4 Matching between models and real-world
video

Fitting scaling and positioning by DP matching can make
matching between boundary pattern models obtained from
digital maps and processed image of real-world, namely
“panorama image” which is representing position of build-
ings. It is enough to find out a pair of each correspondent
points in order to solve the problem.

As Fig.4 shows, segments of building in real-world video
are assumable, when position of each points are correspon-
dent and boundaries of buildings are matched.
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Figure 3. Boundary pattern of buildings

Thus the system make a reply to query and retrieval of
users about unknown buildings if matched between models
and images.

Bldg.A

"Building A" "Building G"

Bldg.B Bldg.C Bldg.D Bldg.E Bldg.GBldg.F

center center

Figure 4. Matching between models and real-
world images

5 Implementation of prototype system

As the above, we implement a prototype system which
can provide three basic services ,“Description”, “Question
and Answer” and “Retrieval” about real-world video for
users.

The specification of application is as follow: The appli-
cation runs on Silicon Graphics Inc. O2 using 1=2500 scale
map and video stream which are encoded by SGI Movie
format at 6 frames/second.

5.1 Description of buildings

Fig.5 shows an example image that users describe build-
ings. The left-bottom window of the figure, called video
window, displays video sequence which is played or broad-
casted. Map is displayed in the left-top window, called map
window.
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Users register information of known building in video as
follows process.

1. Indicate segment of known buildings in the video win-
dow.

2. Indicate correspond polygon to the indicated building
on the map window.

3. Thus matching segment of buildings and models is ob-
tained from map.

Broadcasted/Played Video Indicated point

Describe buildings

Figure 5. A snapshot of description

5.2 Question and Answer about buildings

Fig. 6 shows an example image that users make a Ques-
tion and Answer about buildings. Users can query attribu-
tion about an building displayed in the played video.

Users query attribution of buildings displayed in video
as follows process.

1. Indicate a point of buildings which users want to know
in the video window. They can be both described one
and the other one.

2. Assume the indicated building by a method which is
described in Sec.4

3. The system present answers to user. They are name of
building and position of map in this case.

5.3 Retrieval of building images

Fig.7 shows an example image that users retrieve images
which have specific building.

Users retrieve images of buildings needed as follows pro-
cess.

Broadcasted/Played video Point of query

Described buildings Answer for query

Figure 6. A snapshot of question and answer

1. Indicate a polygon of buildings which users want to
retrieve in the map window.

2. Assume the indicated building by method described in
Sec.4

3. The system present image and attribution building to
user in the right-bottom of the figure. This image is
center of sequential frames which have specific build-
ing partly or entirely in this case.

Broadcasted/Played video Results of retrieval

Described building Indicated building to retrieve

Figure 7. A snapshot of retrieval

6 Evaluate and Rusults

Buildings along the road are recorded by camera which
is turn sideways, against direction of moving perpendicu-
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larly on a moving car. Actually, we use a video which has 18
buildings in 280 video frames and is recorded by 6 frames
per second for test.

In this situation, users query and retrieve about buildings
which are between two described buildings by someone.

Thus precision of the question: “What is this building
in the video?” is examined, when the nunber of building
between two described building is changed to 4, 6, 8, 10 or
12. Precise rate is ratio of collect answer which users can
get for buildings when users indicate near center of segment
which have each building. Since users don’t always indicate
center of buildings exactly, error occurs at the assumption of
building.

As the broken line in Fig.8 shows, the system can pro-
vide answer more exactly than when the number of build-
ings which are between two building described by users are
small. Therefore if many video objects are described, it is
easy to assume from nearest buildings. The method is ef-
fective if there are ten buildings or less between described
ones. However, it is hard to annotate buildings which are
far from marked object.

6.1 Revise method using edge information

Real-world video includes both buildings and the other
video objects such as automobile, human and trees, thus it
is hard to extract buildings from video. Therefore we have
better results when video is pre-processed before separating
buildings as follows: vertical edges obtained from video are
including not only boundary of buildings but also frames of
windows. They must be reduced by pre-processing.

� Vertical edge is not boundary of building in the section
with strong horizontal edge

� Grouping vertical edge and they approximate lines

� Some gaps between buildings have many vertical
edges, so both ends of them are considered as bound-
aries of buildings.

As the line in Fig.8 shows, it can be considered that the
method as mentioned above make an improvement in all
cases compared with original method. Because we consider
that correct segmentation of buildings can be processed us-
ing edges.

7 Conclusions

We proposed a system, ADTV(Advanced Database TV):
Many users who watch TV can describe contents in real-
time interactively. Collected information is share among
users each other through the network and users can retrieve,
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Preproced of edge

Precision
Rate

No. of buildings
between marked one

Figure 8. Comparison of precision rate be-
tween original and revice method

question and answer about video objects by such incom-
plete index of the information.

There is several problem in the ADTV, as one of them,
we describe that it is hard to distribute only raw information
given by users to the others. We discuss needs of automatic
video structuring.

Concretely we propose a method of automatic structur-
ing of real-world video based on digital maps and evaluate
the method in prototype system. “Question and Answer”
and “Retrieval” prepared function of ADTV are effective.
Furthermore we propose revise method for automatic struc-
turing using image information, show advancement of pre-
cision in “question and answer”.
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